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Introduction 
How many things in life can you name that generate lots of heat? Well, to name a 
few, the turbos and exhaust on a car produce plenty of heat to melt your skin. Lots of 
cement factories use a massive 2-3,000-degree furnace, solar panels, plane 
wings, sidewalks with heat emanating up from them in the summer and much more. 
In fact, deep space spacecrafts could use the ultra-cold temperature in the 
surrounding air to power the space craft electrically since there is no sun 
energy. Why have all this wasted electron energy? Imagine there is a way to turn 
that wasted heat (or cold, even) into electricity.

In thermoelectric physics there are two effects that describe electron activity that 
converts heat into electricity and electricity into heat. These two properties are called 

the Seebeck Effect and the Peltier Effect.

When one end of two conductive metal wires of two distinctly different metals or 
alloys are joined by a junction or in a loop (can be a thermocouple or 
semiconductors) and each end is exposed to a different temperature (hot end and 
cold end), electron velocity will increase when hot and decrease when cold. 
Electrons build up within the walls of the conductor until no more can be transmitted, 
an electric field is created at the connecting junction. This gives an increase in 
charged electrons to the one end of the "loop" causing an electric current flow. The 
potential electrical difference is the Seebeck Effect, also known as the thermoelectric 
effect. I will use a voltmeter to determine the electric difference between the two 
ends and measure the temperature difference. By reversing the Seebeck Effect, and 
reversing the operation to apply electricity to the thermocouple of semiconductor 
end on one metal conductor, a temperature change will be registered at the 
junction. Heat or refrigeration can be generated by applying a current flow of 
electricity. This is known as the Peltier Effect.
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Hypothesis

 If I hook a thermocouple to a heat source and a DMM (digital 

multimeter), then it will make electricity. This is because of electrical 

potential difference. This is where the heat source accelerates the 

electrons in a thermocouple to a point of equilibrium. There are two 

different metal conductors that create an electric potential 

difference in the electron concentration. The particle undergoes a 

quantum change from particle to wave and heat into 

electricity. This creates electrical potential difference.

 HYPOTHESIS: WILL THE ELECTRON DIFFERENCE OR ELECTRICAL 

POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE GENERATED BY ADDING HEAT TO ONE END 

OF TWO DIFFERENT METAL CONDUCTORS RESULT IN A CHANGE FROM 

HEAT TO ELECTRICITY?



Investigative Methods or Procedures

Independent variable: Heat Dependent variable: The electricity 
generated

Control group or 
constraints: Materials/conductive 
materials of Nickel, Aluminum and 

Nickel-Chromium.



Thermometer gun to 
measure temp.

Type K thermocouple, nickle alloy and 
aluminum alloy

Overn thermometer to 
measure oven temp

Pasco thermoelectric convertor with 100 of p/n semiconductors

Themoelectric coverter from Seebeck to 
Peltier effect

Electric current voltage 
reader, using banana 
plugs



Materials
Type K thermocouple

Copper banana plugs

Thermometer

Voltmeter

Dry ice

91% isopropyl alcohol

Oven

Oven thermometer

Insulated gloves (for handling dry ice)

Hammer for breaking dry ice

Oven gloves for handling hot thermometer and thermocouple

Notebook

Pencil/pen

Small pot



Diagrams



Procedure
1. Attain a Type K thermacouple or Pasco semiconductor thermocouple (First one was 

purchased off of Amazon and latter was used at Dr. Stafford's lab (Physics building at 
the University of Arizona, 5 Feb 2023)

2. Carefully, use wire cutter to cut the plug from the wire leads of the thermocouple and 
throw away the plug. Cut close to the plug to maximize the length of the wire lead.

3. Now, use the wire cutters to strip about 1.5 inches of the coating from the end of the 
wire leads near where the plug was cut. This will result in separating the wires once the 
coating is stripped.

4. Use sandpaper to make sure the coating is off from the wire ends. It only takes a couple 
of up and down rubs with the sandpaper to clean the wires of the coating.

5. Secure each end of the wire of the thermocouple to a banana plug or probe. It needs 
to be well connected to maintain the electrical current.

6. Read electrical current by putting the banana probes into the multimeter and measure 
the microvolts.

7. Calibrate the thermocouple thermometer with measuring ice water, boiling water, oven 
temperature at 250 degrees, and freezer. This was done by sticking one lead onto the 
multimeter and the other into the air environment to measure temperature. Then, I 
wrote my results down in the table.



Procedure
8. Now, I tested. I inserted the probe into the ice water.

9. I put the voltmeter on millivolt measurement mode due to the potential electrical 
differences being very small potential differences.

10. Adjust the multimeter to the expected measurement range.

11. Read the meter measurement and write down what it is. Then, notice the electrical 
potential difference at 0°celsius in the data table. This is the total volt.

12. Calculate the electrical potential difference at the junction between the leads. It is 
done with this 
formula. ΔVTOTAL=[VLead1(TJunc.)−VLead2(TJunc.)]−[VLead1(TRoom)−VLead2(TRoom
)] or ΔVTOTAL=ΔVJunction−ΔVRoom

13. Measure the temperature of the ice water and the boiling water and all other air 
environments by placing one probe in that environment and measure with 
thermometer. Must be sure the junction is kept at room temperature. It was tricky.

14. Measure the room temperature every time you move your meter to a different air 
environment. One probe must always be in room temp.

15. In the Thermocouple Potentail Electrical Difference Chart for Type K thermocouple, 
note the difference in your data chart.



Results and data 
visualization

Trial 1 with 1st Type K 

thermocouple, 1st thermometer, 1st 

Voltmeter

Temperature (C) Mv

-78C -3.8

13.7C -0.4

22.5C 0.0

43.3C 0.8

50C 0.9

93.3C 2.4

130C 5.8

200C 6.9



Results and data 
visualization

Trial 2: A second Type K 

Thermocouple, same thermometer

Temperature (C) Mv

-78.8C -3.7

13.4C -0.4

22C 0.1

42.7C 0.8

50C 0.9

93C 2.3

130C 5.8

200C 6.8



Graph of Temperature 

versus voltage
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Discussion and interpretation
 This project was complicated. This was not due to the conduction of the 

experiment.

 My results did not line up with the industry standard reference 

chart, Thermocouple Reference Charts for the Type K thermocouple.

 I did much problem-solving, such as asking electrical engineers, 

conducting multiple trials, using other thermocouples, using other 

voltmeters, using different thermometers, and doing further research to 

make sure I knew how to properly conduct the experiment.

 My results deviated by around a millivolt. My readings at 93.3C where 2.4 

mVs. The professional data at 100 mVs was 3.806 mVs. The strange thing 

was that at 130C my experiment produced 5.8 mVs, while the professional 

data charts were only 5.3 mVs. (How would I determine 

the exact deviations?)

 How can this be explained and how do you account for these deviations?



Implications and ideas for future 

research

 A few ideas for future research, could be to line heat producing 

parts with thousands of thermocouples, or

 Utilize conduits with different potential electrical differences to 

convert particles from heat sources to electricity when applying 

them to heat surfaces, such as, plane wings, solar panels, car 

batteries, sidewalks, wind turbines, tops of cars and more.

 A prototype using benzene rings was researched and published as 

a potential thin substance to apply to heat surfaces so that heat 

could be converted into electricity, keeping this potential energy 

source of electrons from being wasted. I would like to see if this has 

been put into actual products. This research was conducted at the 
University of Arizona by Professor Charles Stafford of the physics 

department and Justin Bergfield of Engineering in 2010.
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